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Abstract

In order to better understand the political feasibility of different carbon taxes and different ways of using
the revenue generated by a carbon tax, this paper extends an existing general-equilibrium model (Goulder and
Hafstead, 2013) to generate estimates of the percentage of households that are economically benefited by such
policies. It then adjusts these estimates to account for the different turnout rates among income groups, with
higher-income individuals being much more likely to vote than lower-income individuals. The effects of each
policy on relevant attributes (consumption, leisure, income) of each household are also analyzed. This analysis
finds that lump sum transfers are the revenue recycling method likely to benefit the largest percentage of the
American population (for carbon taxes above $5-$15/metric ton) and that the percentage of households benefited
by a carbon taxation policy decreases as the carbon tax increases. Additionally, the paper finds that not adjusting
for voter turnout rates leads to significant over-estimates in the maximum carbon tax that a majority of voters
would support.

Introduction

Economists have argued that the most efficient way to reduce harmful greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is by
applying a direct tax on each ton of harmful emissions emitted into the atmosphere. This policy is commonly
referred to as a carbon tax. Despite its benefits for economic efficiency, concerns exist about the political feasibility
of carbon taxation (Klenert et al., 2018). This paper adds to previous research by using a general equilibrium model
to estimate the percentage of the population that is likely to support different carbon taxation policies. It does
this by estimating how many households would have a higher economic welfare because of each of these policies
before considering the welfare impacts of climate change (would these carbon taxation policies benefit individuals
even if climate change does not exist?). The rest of this paper will use economic self-interest as a proxy for political
support for a policy, while acknowledging that economic self-interest is only one of several factors that shape how
voters decide which policies to support.

Much of the existing literature on the political feasibility of carbon taxation uses survey data to understand
the effects that individuals expect a carbon tax to have (Baranzini and Carattini, 2017), how individuals perceive
different carbon taxation designs (Bristow et al., 2010), how support for carbon taxation interacts with political
orientation and the perceived quality of the government enacting the tax (Davidovic et al., 2020), and other po-
litically relevant aspects of climate policy. Additionally, Carattini et al. (2017) use the results of a referendum in
Switzerland to validate survey data on carbon taxation, and use this to explore how education about the effects
of carbon taxation policies can change the support for those policies. Many studies also measure consumers’ will-
ingness to pay for emissions reductions (Streimikiene et al., 2019). Finally, many papers use general equilibrium
models to understand the distributional effects of carbon taxation, and this literature is described in more detail
in the literature review section below.

While past general equilibrium analyses are helpful for understanding the political feasibility of different
carbon taxation proposals, the coarseness of the analyses in most of the literature (e.g., binning the US population
into 5 expenditure quintiles or 50 states) leaves many politically relevant questions unanswered. By adding more
households to my model (100 households based on annual expenditure or annual income percentile), I can provide
more precise and accurate measurements (mitigating the aggregation error caused by reducing many real-world
households into only 5 model-households), and I can combine the model with voter turnout data to estimate the
percentage of the electorate likely to be benefited by a policy. These more precise estimates (of the total population
and the electorate) lead to substantively different conclusions about which climate policies are likely to attain
majority support, as will be discussed in the Results section of this paper.
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Literature Review

As a carbon tax seeks to internalize the negative externality of GHG emissions, a natural way of determining the
ideal tax rate would be to set it equal to the “social cost of carbon” (SCC). This concept refers to the societal cost
(due to changes in mortality rates, the quantity and severity of natural disasters, and other factors) incurred by
every additional unit of carbon dioxide or carbon dioxide-equivalent emitted into the atmosphere (Greenstone
et al., 2013). Calculating estimates of this concept is quite complex and the value chosen will depend on assump-
tions made about economic and technological development, the likely negative consequences of climate change,
how one accounts for uncertainty, and other factors. In its first calculation of a government-wide SCC in 2010,
the United States government found the SCC to be $21/ton (Greenstone et al., 2013), and later updated the tax
to $35/ton (Stern, 2013). These analyses used three main climate impact models (Greenstone et al., 2013), with
probably the most influential model among them being the DICE model created by William Nordhaus. In its
most recent iteration, the DICE model found a SCC of $31 (Nordhaus, 2017). The past literature on carbon tax
incidence in the United States tends to use taxes in this range, with Goulder et al. (2019) analyzing a tax of $40
and Williams III et al. (2014) using $30.

Once one has set a carbon tax, one needs to decide what to do with the revenue. This is known as “revenue
recycling”. Given concerns about the unpopularity of using carbon tax revenue for general government spending
(Klenert et al., 2018), analyses have often focused on ways in which the revenue is spent in a self-contained way
(similar to how payroll taxes in the United States are frequently described as going specifically toward the social
security and medicare programs). Among the more commonly discussed methods of revenue recycling are lump-
sum rebates, payroll tax cuts, individual income tax cuts, and corporate tax cuts. Lump sum rebates return the
carbon tax revenue in a direct payment to individuals (the amount of the payment being the total tax revenue
divided by the number of individuals receiving the payment). Income, payroll, and corporate tax cuts use the
carbon tax revenue to cut existing taxes and thus reduce individuals’ tax burden (Goulder et al., 2019).

There have been general equilibrium analyses to measure the incidence of these different carbon taxation poli-
cies. Goulder et al. (2019) analyzes how a carbon tax would affect Americans at different quintiles of yearly
expenditure and finds that, in the long run, lump-sum transfers would be strongly beneficial to the lowest ex-
penditure quintile and strongly harmful to the highest two expenditure quintiles. They also find that using the
revenue to reduce payroll or income taxes would have a similar effect although to a lesser degree, while using the
revenue to reduce the corporate tax would have the most neutral effect among individuals in almost all quintiles.
In another paper, Williams III et al. (2014) analyzes the effects of these different policies across US states and finds
that labor tax recycling leads to the most even distribution of costs across states but that lump sum rebate recycling
again leads to the most progressive outcome.

Model

This paper uses the Goulder-Hafstead Energy-Environment-Economy (E3) and Disaggregated Household (DH)
models, with minor adaptations in order to provide more detailed estimates of the distributional effects of different
carbon taxation proposals. The models are described in detail in Goulder and Hafstead (2018) and Goulder et al.
(2019), but this section will describe the main highlights of the model as well as the adaptations made specifically
for this paper1.

Following Goulder et al. (2019), this paper uses a two-stage process. First, the E3 model is used in order to

1The majority of this section uses Goulder and Hafstead (2018) as a reference.
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determine the economy-wide effects of the policy. This model is a general equilibrium, discrete time, perfect
foresight model with foreign trade that begins in 2013 and ends in 2163. It has a single representative consumer
that derives utility from 24 distinct consumer goods, where these goods and intermediate goods are created by
35 different industries that are each represented by a single representative firm. These firms sell their products
to each other and directly to the representative consumer. Additionally, there is a single government agent that
produces public goods and services using tax revenue and debt, and a separate foreign economy with represen-
tative household, firm, and government that engages in trade with the domestic economy. The DH model takes
the outputs of this first model and uses them to solve a partial equilibrium with multiple households. As outlined
in Goulder et al. (2019), the two models are calibrated such that the starting aggregate income, consumption,
and savings is identical in both models (this is described in more detail in the Disaggregated Household Model
subsection below).

This section will begin with descriptions of various aspects of the E3 model and then follow with a description
of the simpler DH model and finally conclude with a description of the carbon taxes and revenue recycling
methods analyzed in the paper.

Consumer (E3)

The representative consumer in the standard E3 model maximizes the discounted sum of utilities across time,
where this discounted sum can be represented by the following constant relative risk aversion equation:

∞

∑
t=T

βt−T C1−σ
t

1 − σ

The value of Ct, also called full consumption, in the above equation is a constant elasticity of substitution
(CES) composite of leisure and total consumption, where total consumption is a Cobb-Douglas composite of all
24 consumer goods. The consumer is endowed with a set amount of time which they can devote to either leisure
(from which they derive utility) or to labor (for which they earn labor income). The consumer maximizes this
utility sum subject to the following budget constraint:

Wt+1 − Wt + pC
t C̄t + TL

t = wtLt + rtWt + Gt

In this equation Wt is the household’s financial wealth in time t (this is the sum of the equity they hold in
private firms along with their holdings of firm and government debt), pC

t is weighted price of all consumption
goods, C̄t is the consumption good composite, TL

t are lump-sum taxes paid by the household, wt is the post-tax
wage that the household receives, Lt is the amount of labor provided by the household, rt is the post-tax return on
financial wealth, and Gt are the government transfers received by the household (including, potentially, the carbon
tax lump-sum transfer discussed later in this paper).

Producers (E3)

Since the standard E3 model is designed specifically to analyze the effect of energy and environmental policies,
it provides an exceptional amount of detail with regard to its depiction of the energy industry. The 35 industries
in the model include industries involved in the extraction of energy-related goods (e.g., oil extraction, natural
gas extraction, coal mining), the processing and transmission of energy goods (e.g., electric transmission and
distribution, coal-fired electricity generation, non-fossil electrician generation), as well as a detailed split of non-
directly related energy industries that have noticeably different energy input requirements (e.g., construction,
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motor vehicles, communication). The flip side of this level of detail is that a large percentage of total output is
categorized simply as “services”. Appendix A contains a list of all industries in the standard E3 model. Each
of these industries creates their output good/service by combining energy inputs, materials inputs, capital, and
labor within a series of nested CES functions. Each function in the nest is of the form:

Y = γ
1

ρy
y
[
∑

i
αy,i · X

ρy
i
] 1

ρy

These functions use the calibrated parameters γy, αy,i, and ρy in order to combine each Xi into the output value
of Y. The first level of the nest combines domestic and foreign-produced versions of each good (these would be
the Xi in the above equation) into a composite for each of the possible input goods (these correspond to the 35
E3 industries, and would be the Y in the above equation). The second level combines these E3 good composites
into two separate composites: one for energy inputs and the other for materials inputs. The third level makes a
single “intermediate input” good from the materials composite and the energy composite. The fourth level creates
a variable inputs composite by combining the intermediate input composite with the labor used in production.
Then, the final level combines the variable inputs composite with the capital used in production in order to create
the gross output created by the firm. The function to generate the total capital used in production is of a different
form than the other functions in the nest:

K = γk(K
αk
e )(K1−αk

s )

In this equation Ke is the “equipment” capital held by the firm (all mobile capital goods held by the firm,
including intellectual property) and Ks is the “structure” capital held by the firm (the immobile capital held by the
firm).

All industries have constant returns to scale, except for the oil extraction industry which has decreasing returns
to scale because the model includes a limited supply of oil which becomes harder to extract as the global stock
of oil declines. The final output produced by each firm (of any type) can be either sold directly (to other firms,
the consumer, or the government) or it can be used by the firm to increase its capital stocks for usage in a later
time period. Capital is somewhat sticky within industries in this model and cannot instantaneously adjust to
changes in climate policy; there are adjustment costs for moving capital from one firm to another. Any carbon
taxes within the model are applied when firms purchase energy goods like coal or natural gas. This means that
the consumer does not directly pay the carbon tax (although they pay indirectly as the carbon tax affects the price
of the consumer goods that they purchase) and the tax is applied on both domestic and foreign energy inputs
used by domestic industries.

In addition to the oil extraction firm with decreasing returns to scale, the model also includes a separate
“backstop” oil-equivalent product that slowly gains market share against oil as the global stock of oil decreases.
This product is produced by a separate backstop industry that shares similar parameters to the crude oil extraction
representative firm. Additionally, the global price of oil is set exogenously2 until 2084, when oil imports are set to
zero because domestic production of oil and the backstop fuel is sufficient to meet domestic demand for oil-related
energy after that date3.

The economic growth dynamics of the model are driven by increases in the productivity of the labor input in
firms’ production functions. From 2013 to 2050, the model also imposes differing levels of productivity change
across different industries so that the total emissions under the no carbon tax scenario match with 2016 forecasts

2It increases 1.24% a year, following the 2016 forecasts from the EIA Annual Energy Outlook (Energy Information Administration, 2016)
3Because of this, there are noticeable changes in various variables (e.g. total output) around 2084.
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from the EIA Annual Energy Outlook (Energy Information Administration, 2016); these exogenously imposed
changes lower the relative productivity of fossil fuel-based energy producers and raise the relative productivity
of other energy producers. After 2050, the model assumes identical, constant productivity growth across all
industries (the EIA forecasts only extend to 2040, and so assuming linear extrapolation beyond the 10 years from
2040 to 2050 would be somewhat problematic). Thus, these assumptions mean that the carbon intensity of GDP
under no carbon tax decreases from 2013 to 2050 before remaining roughly constant beyond 2050.

Each firm earns revenue from selling the net output that it produces (total output minus the capital adjustment
costs paid by the firm) and its costs include the price of labor and intermediate inputs used in production, along
with the various taxes that it must pay. Firms receive cash from their profits or by issuing new debt and they use
this cash to either distribute dividends, invest in capital, or repurchase their own shares. Dividends are governed
by a behavioral rule that requires that they be a constant share of after-tax profits (adjusted for appreciation of the
capital stock). Each firm tries to maximize its value, where the value is a discounted sum of present and future
dividends and share repurchases.

Government (E3)

In addition to the consumer agent and the firm agents, there is also a single government agent that represents all
federal, state, and local governments. This agent uses tax revenue and deficit financing in order to create public
goods, distribute government transfers, and make interest payments on its existing debts. Its budget constraint is:

(
TH

t + TS
t + TF

t + TB
t + TC02

t − St
)
+

(
Dt+1 − Dt

)
=

(
p

Ke
g

t Ie
g,t + p

Ks
g

t Is
g,t + p̄g

t GV
t + GT

t + GC
t
)
+ rtDt

On the left side of the equation, TH
t is the tax revenue from taxes on household income, TS

t the revenue from
taxes on consumer goods and services, TF

t from taxes on firms, TB
t the net revenue from taxes on imports minus

subsidies for exports, TCO2
t the revenue gained by a carbon tax, St the subsidies on tax-favored consumption, and

Dt is the total government debt in time period t. On the right side of the equation, p
Ke

g
t and p

Ks
g

t are the price
paid by the government for each unit of equipment or structure capital respectively, Ie

g,t and Is
g,t the government’s

investment in equipment or structure capital respectively, GT
t is government transfers to households, GC

t is the
carbon tax lump-sum transfers given to households, and rt is the interest rate paid on current government debt.

The government uses labor, capital, and intermediate inputs to create public goods, where its production
function is a nested series of functions with a top level that is a Leontief function that combines capital and
variable inputs (labor, intermediate goods). The variable input composite is generated through a Cobb-Douglas
function that combines labor and each individual intermediate good:

GV
t = (Lg

t )
αG

L ·
N

∏
i=1

(Ḡp
i,t)

αG
i

In this equation GV
t is the government variable input composite, αG

L and αG
i are parameters calibrated on real-

world data, and each Ḡp
i,t represents the values of each E3 good used by the government as intermediate inputs

in its production of public goods. The public goods produced by the government increase at the steady-state
growth rate of the economy and do not enter into the household’s utility function or the firms’ profit functions.
Additionally, real government debt is assumed to grow at a constant growth rate.
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Foreign Economy (E3)

The standard E3 model also includes foreign trade. The foreign economy is constructed to be similar to the
domestic one, with the only major difference being that there are only two producing firms in the foreign economy:
one for foreign oil extraction and one for all other industries. Thus, the foreign economy produces the same 35
goods as the domestic economy, but 34 of those goods are produced by a single representative firm. This non-oil
firm’s maximization problem is structured somewhat differently than those in the domestic economy; the firm is
required to use a set amount of each intermediate input for each unit of output that it creates, and its production
function is specifically a series of nested Cobb-Douglas functions instead of the more general CES form of the
domestic firms. Carbon taxes are only levied on the the domestic or foreign produced energy inputs used by
domestic firms, and so foreign firms do not pay any carbon tax in the model; this means that there are no border
adjustments (Resources for the Future, 2021) included in the standard E3 model.

Solving for Equilibrium (E3)

In addition to the first-order conditions of the Lagrangians of the households and firms that must hold, equilibrium
is also obtained by structuring the model as a complementary slackness problem. This means that equilibrium is
obtained by solving for a series of inequalities where each formula in the series is paired with a specific variable.
Either the formula holds with equality or the complementary variable is equal to zero.

There are four classes of equations in this setup. The first requires that total supply be greater than or equal to
total demand for each producer good in every time period; this is complementary with the price of that producer
good in that time period. The second set of equations requires that total labor supply (from the representative
household) be greater than total labor demand (from every firm and the government) in every time period; this is
complementary with the wage in that time period. The third set of equations requires that total household savings
be at least equal to the sum of new government debt plus new firm debt plus the change in the value of all firms;
this is complementary with the household wealth return rate. Finally, there is a set of equations that require the
total value of imports to the domestic economy to be greater than or equal to the total value of exports from the
economy in each period, and these equations are complementary with the exchange rates for the corresponding
periods. The first three sets of equations must also hold for the foreign economy as well. I solve for equilibrium
in the standard E3 model by using the GAMS optimization software.

The Disaggregated Household Model

The Disaggregated Household (DH) Model is much simpler than the standard E3 model described in the previous
subsections. This model takes the prices, wages, and other outputs from E3 and uses them to solve a partial
equilibrium optimization problem for multiple households (instead of the single representative household model
from E3). In Goulder et al. (2019) there are five representative households — one for each income or annual ex-
penditure quintile in the economy — while in this paper 100 households — one for each income or expenditure
percentile — are used in order to obtain more precise estimates of the distributional effects of each policy. These
households’ maximization problems have the same structure as the household in E3, but with each household’s
problem being calibrated using real-world data specific to that household. The households’ preferences for each of
the 24 consumer goods are calibrated using expenditure data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics’s 2013 Consumer
Expenditure Survey (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2013) and the amount of labor income, capital income, and gov-
ernment transfers they receive comes from the Federal Reserve’s 2013 Survey of Consumer Finances (The Federal
Reserve, 2013). Instead of directly using the values from these surveys, these surveys are used to determine each
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household’s share of the total for each relevant variable (e.g. starting household wealth, government transfers
received). These shares are then applied to the total values for the corresponding variables in the standard E3
model (which may not match up with the totals from the Consumer Expenditure Survey or the Survey of Con-
sumer Finances) and the resulting value is assigned to the household in the DH model. This model ensures that
the aggregate starting amount of each variable is the same in both models.

Analyzed Prices and Policies

In this paper, I use the standard E3 and my 100-Household DH models to study a series of different carbon
taxation policies. For each distinct run of the model, I define a specific target tax level. Within that run, the carbon
tax is set to $0 per metric ton for 2013-2017, before increasing by a third of the target carbon tax for each year
2018-2020 (so if the target tax level is $30/metric ton in real terms then there is a $10 real tax level in 2018, a $20
real tax level in 2019, and then a $30 real tax level in 2020). After the tax rate reaches the target carbon tax amount,
it grows by 2% in real terms every year for the following 30 years, after which it is kept constant at that same real
carbon tax. I run the models for target carbon taxes between $5/metric ton and $60/metric ton. For the remainder
of the paper, I will use carbon tax and target carbon tax interchangeably when referring to different runs of the
models.

In addition to varying the carbon tax, the revenue recycling method is also varied. The four revenue recycling
methods analyzed in this paper are the standard ones in the literature: to use the carbon tax revenue to lower
corporate taxes, to lower income taxes, to lower payroll taxes, or to distribute the revenue in equal payments
to each individual. The magnitudes of the tax rate cuts or lump-sum transfers are set at the value that ensures
that the present value of real (non climate policy-related) government transfers, and real government debt are
unchanged by the policy. This will not be exactly equivalent to the revenue raised directly by the carbon tax as a
carbon tax would also affect the revenue raised by existing non-carbon taxes because of the tax’s effects on wage
rates, labor-leisure decisions, and other factors.

Results

Percentage Benefited By Each Policy

This section will look at the results of the modelling exercise using 100 households that correspond to 100 per-
centiles of annual expenditure; Appendix D has corresponding charts when using 100 percentiles based on annual
income. We first look at the equivalent variation (EV) caused by each policy for each household. This metric
measures “the change in wealth under reference case (status quo) conditions that would have the same impact on
utility as that of the policy change” (Goulder et al., 2019). I will refer to the metric in terms of the percentage of the
corresponding household’s wealth. If one assumes that individuals will vote for a policy if and only if it benefits
them financially, then a positive EV score would mean that an individual would support the policy and a negative
EV score would mean that they would oppose it. The percentage of the 100 households that have a positive EV
score due to the carbon policy is shown in Figure 1.

This shows the percentage of individuals who are benefited by each carbon policy, where the x-axis equals
the reference carbon tax and the colors each represent a separate revenue recycling method. We can see that a
majority (more than 50.0%) of individuals are benefited by a carbon tax of $5/ton if it is used to cut corporate
tax rates, and a majority is benefited by any carbon tax of $45/ton or less if the revenue is used to distribute
equal lump-sum transfers to all individuals. This means that, assuming individuals vote exactly according to their
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economic self-interest and that every individual votes, a $5/ton carbon tax could attain majority support if the
revenue is used to cut corporate tax rates and any carbon tax of $45/ton or less could attain majority support if
the revenue is distributed in lump-sum transfers.

Figure 1: Head Count Benefited (Expenditure-Based Percentiles)

We can see that the corporate tax cut option benefits the most people when the carbon tax is $5/ton, while
lump sum transfers are the most popular option for any carbon tax above $5/ton. Income and payroll tax cuts
consistently benefit 10-20% of the population regardless of the carbon tax. These findings also show the benefits
of making the households in the DH model more precise; Goulder et al. (2019) finds that 2 of the 5 quintile-based
households (40%) are benefited by a $40/ton carbon tax with lump-sum transfer recycling, while this analysis
(using the same standard E3 model as a base) finds that 52 of the 100 households (52%) benefit. Thus, the added
precision leads us to conclude that a $40 tax benefits a majority of the population, even though we would reach
the opposite conclusion if we used the less precise 5-household DH model.

However, when considering the political feasibility of these policies it is important to note that different income
groups vote at different rates, with higher-income individuals being much more likely to vote than lower-income
individuals (The United States Census Bureau, 2020). Because of this, I combine the data from Figure 1 along with
U.S. Census Bureau data (The United States Census Bureau, 2020) describing the voter turnout rates for different
income groups4. While this is a simplistic way of accounting for differing voter turnout rates among different
income groups in the population, this adjustment should give us a better sense of how these voting trends affect
the political feasibility of different carbon tax policies. The resulting turnout-weighted results can be seen in Figure
2.

4The turnout metric used to weigh the different households in the dataset is a weighted average of the six US elections between 2010 and
2020. The three presidential election years (2012, 2016, 2020) are weighted twice as highly as the three midterm election years (2010, 2014,
2018). Additionally, note that the Census data is based on annual income and so the households from the DH model are matched to their
corresponding income grouping by sorting the households by their annual income. This income ranking will not match exactly with the
expenditure ranking (for example, household 6 in this expenditure-based model has the income rank of 4).
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Figure 2: Turnout-Weighted Percentage Benefited (Expenditure-Based Percentiles)

With this weighting, the relative ranking of each recycling method is the same for every carbon tax. Addition-
ally, we can note that almost all policies across almost all taxes are less “popular” under this metric than under the
simple household-count metric5, with lump sum transfers now only attaining majority support for taxes of $5/ton
or $10/ton. This change is due to the progressiveness of all revenue recycling methods6, especially lump sum
transfers, which will be seen later in this section. This means that, if one assumes that individuals will support
a policy if and only if it benefits them financially, a carbon tax will only attain support from a majority of the
electorate if it is $10/ton or less and if its revenue is used to cut corporate taxes or is distributed to individuals in
lump-sum payments. Figure 3 shows the highest carbon tax that attains majority support under these two metrics
for each method of revenue recycling.

Figure 3: Highest Carbon Tax With Majority Support

Recycling Method Raw Headcount Support Turnout-Weighted Support
Corporate Tax Cut $5 $10

Income Tax Cut $0 $0
Lump Sum Transfers $45 $10

Payroll Tax Cut $0 $0

As Figure 3 shows, weighting by turnout leads to significant changes in the highest carbon tax that can attain
majority support, with the highest tax for lump-sum transfers going from $45/ton to $10/ton. This suggests
that not taking differential turnout rates by income into account when thinking about the political feasibility of a

5The only exception being Corporate Tax Cut Recycling at $10/ton, where the simple household count finds 50% of households benefit
while the turnout-weighted count finds that 50.1% benefit.

6With the possible exception of corporate tax cut recycling, which is arguably not progressive as it most strongly benefits both the very
bottom and the very top of the annual-expenditure distribution.
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carbon tax leads to substantial overestimates in the highest tax that benefits a majority of the voting population.
Additionally, if one would like to see equivalents of Figure 2 where other EV cutoffs to determine “support”

are used (instead of an implicit 0% cutoff), then see Appendix E. Since one could expect individuals to support
or oppose climate policies for reasons other than their own specific self-interest, these charts can help understand
what percentage of the voting population is not significantly negatively or positively affected by a given policy.
This is relevant if, for example, one believed that individuals would be willing to pay for an effective climate policy
so long as they did not have to sacrifice more than 0.5% of their household wealth for that policy.

Appendix D has charts for a version of this exercise where the 100 households are income-based percentiles
instead of expenditure-based, and in that case the results are similar except that lump sum transfers perform
somewhat worse across all carbon taxes, being above 50% for only $20/ton or less in the headcount metric and
only $5/ton in the turnout-weighted metric. The relative performance of the different policies is similar with
the income-based households, except that corporate tax cut recycling is the best method for $5/ton and $10/ton
(instead of just $5/ton) with the straight headcount metric and is also the best for the $15/ton case under turnout
weighting.

Distributional Effects and Magnitude of Welfare Changes Caused By Carbon Taxation

The previous section showed the share of the total and voting populations that were benefited by each policy. This
section will show more detail on the welfare effects caused by the different carbon taxation policies, showing how
their effects vary by household annual expenditure and showing how the magnitudes of the welfare effects vary.
This latter topic is especially relevant if one wants to understand how motivated different individuals will be to
support or oppose different policies, instead of just knowing if the welfare change caused by the policy is directly
above or below zero.

We can see the distributional consequences of these policies by looking at the EV percentage changes by
household annual expenditure percentile in Figure 4. These show that there is a steep relationship between annual
household expenditure and EV percentage change under the lump-sum transfer scenario, with lower-expenditure
households benefiting significantly from the policy and higher-expenditure households being the most harmed by
the policy. The corporate tax cut has the most equal effects across the expenditure distribution, while the income
and payroll tax cut policies have a slight U-shaped effect, with large gains for lower-expenditure households, slight
losses for higher-expenditure households, and the largest losses for middle-expenditure households. These effects
are similar for other carbon taxes, and similar charts can be found for two other tax rates ($5/ton and $60/ton) in
Appendix F.

We can better understand these heterogenous effects by looking at the Interquartile range (IQR) of the EV
changes induced by each climate policy in Figure 5. We can see from that chart that lump-sum transfers induce
a much wider range of outcomes than the other methods (especially the corporate tax cut method) and that this
range of welfare outcomes increases as the carbon tax increases. We can also see how the median for every revenue
recycling method decreases in the carbon tax, but that the 75th percentile of welfare gains actually increases in the
carbon tax for lump-sum transfers, in contrast to the other methods where the 25th percentile, median, and 75th
percentile all monotonically decrease in carbon tax.

Appendix B shows the full box plots for selected carbon taxes, which show that the distribution of EV effects
for all recycling methods, but especially lump-sum transfers, are significantly skewed toward higher EV values.
This means that the mean equivalent variation change is higher than the median for all recycling methods and
carbon taxes (this can also be seen by comparing Figure 5 with Figure 14 in Appendix C). This skew is significant
enough that the mean EV change for lump-sum transfers is increasing in the carbon tax, as the very large gains
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that accrue to a small number of households are enough to outweigh the fact that the majority of households are
made worse off as the carbon tax increases. This suggests that lump-sum transfer revenue recycling is more likely
than the other methods to create constituencies with strong motivations to maintain the carbon tax (although those
constituencies are also the ones that are currently the least likely to vote).

Figure 4: Equivalent Variation Changes By Expenditure-Based Percentiles ($30/ton Tax Rate)

Figure 5: Interquartile Range (Unweighted, Expenditure-Based Percentiles)
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Figure 6 shows the same IQR chart for each policy, except where the differential voter turnout rates are used
to weight each household. Weighting by turnout decreases the 25th percentile, median, and 75th percentile across
most carbon taxes and recycling methods7. This is further evidence that the progressivity of most carbon taxation
policies analyzed in this paper causes the percentage of the voting population that is benefited by the policies to be
noticeably lower than the percentage of the total population benefited by those policies. Additionally, weighting
by turnout makes lump sum transfers relatively less politically promising, and makes corporate tax cut recycling
relatively more politically promising.

Figure 6: Interquartile Range (Turnout-Weighted, Expenditure-Based Percentiles)

Components of Welfare Changes

We can further understand these welfare outcomes by understanding how each policy affects individuals’ con-
sumption, leisure, tax rates, and income. We first look at how tax rates are changed when the carbon tax revenue
is used to lower tax rates in the model. Figure 7 shows the reference case tax rates when there is either no carbon
tax or when the carbon tax is not used to lower that specific type of tax (the lines in the chart) and the new tax
rates when the rate is lowered using the carbon tax revenue (the points). Note that the reference case tax rates in
the model are the 2013-era federal and state combined tax rates.

We then move to analyzing the post-tax income changes that occur under each policy8. Figure 8 shows the
percentage change in discounted post-tax income across each annual expenditure percentile when the carbon
tax is $30/ton. From here, we can see that the income changes are strongly progressive under lump-sum transfer
recycling and moderately progressive under the other methods. One of the main mechanisms for this progressivity
is described by Goulder et al. (2019): “[The models] assume that government transfers are kept constant in real
terms. Because the carbon tax raises overall prices to consumers, nominal transfers must be higher under the

7The only policies where the median is higher for the turnout-weighted EV change than for the unweighted change are $5/ton and $10/ton
for the corporate tax cut recycling method, and the difference for these methods is very small (less than 0.01 ppts).

8For these calculations, I take the total discounted sum of the relevant variable (here income, later consumption and leisure) across all 151
time periods in the model. I use the same discount rate used by individuals in the E3 and DH models as they attempt to optimize their
intertemporal welfare; this discount rate is 99.06% and was determined because it is the discount rate consistent with an interest rate of 4%.
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carbon tax than in the reference case to maintain their real value. This is especially important for low-income
households, for which transfers constitute a large share of overall income.” The lump sum transfers supercharge
this progressivity by providing a transfer of the same value to each household; since that nominal value will make
up a larger share of the income for lower income individuals (who tend to also have low expenditure), that will
make the income changes even more progressive.

Figure 7: Tax Rates

Figure 8: Discounted Post-Tax Income For $30/ton Carbon Tax Rate (Expenditure-Based Percentiles)
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Now that we have seen the changes to tax rates and income created by these policies, we can analyze how
they affect households’ consumption and leisure values. The E3 and DH models assume that individuals derive
utility from both consumption and leisure, and so their total welfare could be benefited (harmed) by a given
policy’s positive (negative) effects on how much they can consume or how much they have to work. The changes
to consumption and leisure caused by a $30/ton carbon tax can be seen in Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9: Total Discounted Consumption Change for $30/ton (Expenditure-Based Percentiles)

Figure 10: Total Discounted Leisure Change for $30/ton (Expenditure-Based Percentiles)
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There are a few noteworthy conclusions that we can draw from those charts. First of all, the bottom 5 percentile
households attain major proportional consumption and leisure benefits from any recycling method, with especially
large gains (around +15%) from the lump sum transfer recycling method. Lump sum transfers increase almost
all households’ leisure, but decrease the consumption of the top 60 households. The changes caused by the other
three recycling methods are much less dramatic, with corporate tax cuts leading to the smallest changes and with
all three methods decreasing consumption more than leisure for most of the top 90 households. Additionally, the
consumption and leisure effects have somewhat of a U shape, with the consumption and leisure change being
less negative (or even positive in the case of corporate tax cuts) for the highest expenditure households relative to
those in the middle of the distribution.

Effects on Economic Output

Figure 11: Effect of Carbon Tax on 2163 Private Firm Output (2013 Prices)

Carbon Tax Level Corporate Tax Cut Income Tax Cut Lump-Sum Transfers Payroll Tax Cut
$5 -0.03% -0.23% -0.33% -0.27%

$10 -0.08% -0.43% -0.62% -0.52%
$15 -0.13% -0.62% -0.87% -0.74%
$20 -0.20% -0.79% -1.11% -0.94%
$25 -0.26% -0.96% -1.33% -1.14%
$30 -0.33% -1.12% -1.54% -1.32%
$35 -0.40% -1.27% -1.73% -1.49%
$40 -0.48% -1.42% -1.91% -1.65%
$45 -0.55% -1.56% -2.09% -1.81%
$50 -0.63% -1.70% -2.26% -1.96%
$55 -0.71% -1.83% -2.42% -2.11%
$60 -0.79% -1.96% -2.57% -2.25%

The effects of each of these climate policies on total output is another relevant factor when considering their
political feasibility. Some advocates for revenue-neutral carbon taxes have argued that using carbon tax revenue
to cut distortionary taxes on corporate or individual income could actually increase economic growth; this is
called a “Double Dividend” because such an outcome would provide both environmental and economic benefits
(Jorgenson et al., 2013).

Since the production of public goods is assumed to grow at a constant rate and thus its real output would
not be affected by a carbon tax, I focus only on the output produced by private firms in the domestic economy.
Additionally, to account for price changes I hold the price of the output of each of the 35 firms constant in that
firm product’s 2013 price before aggregating all firms’ outputs into the total private firm output for each year.
Figure 12 shows that the standard E3 model9 finds no evidence of a Double Dividend when looking at the effects
of the policies on output in the final year (2163) of each scenario. These results show that higher carbon taxes
lead to greater economic reduction regardless of the revenue recycling method used, although corporate tax cuts
lead to noticeably lower damages than the other methods (with lump-sum transfers being the least economically
efficient).

It might seem surprising that every carbon tax analyzed leads to lower output, since we have seen that several

9Private firm output is determined solely by the standard E3 model, as the DH model takes output as given when it calculates welfare
effects for each of the disaggregated households.
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policies increase welfare for a majority of the population (Figure 1) or lead a positive average welfare change
(Figure 14). However, in addition to being affected by total output, those welfare metrics would also be affected
by changes in household leisure, distributional changes caused by climate policies, and other factors that would
not be reflected in measurements of total output. Considering these other factors can explain this combination of
decreased economic output and increased household welfare10.

Conclusion

This paper has taken an existing tax incidence model (Goulder-Hafstead E3 Model) and used it to provide more
precise estimates of how households’ welfare is affected by carbon taxes of different magnitudes when the carbon
tax revenue is used for different purposes. This welfare analysis was performed in order to estimate the percentage
of the total and voting population of the United States that would be likely to support different carbon taxation
policies, assuming that households support policies according to their own economic self-interest.

The main conclusion of the analysis is that lump sum transfers are the method of revenue recycling that
is likely to benefit the most people, except when the carbon tax is very low (less than $10-$20/ton). Lump sum
transfers also have the most progressive outcomes and the highest median welfare change of any revenue recycling
method. This finding conveniently fits with other evidence suggesting that lump sum transfers are likely to be
an especially popular form of revenue recycling due to their salience for voters (Klenert et al., 2018) and their
perceived progressiveness (Carattini et al., 2017).

However, this paper also found that adjusting for the differential voter turnout rates of those with different
incomes makes almost all carbon taxation policies, and especially lump-sum transfer revenue recycling, seem less
promising. If one assumes that the percentage benefited by a policy is exactly equivalent to the percentage that
politically support that policy, then adjusting for voter turnout lowers the maximum politically feasible carbon tax
from $45/ton to $10/ton (Figure 3) and also causes corporate tax cut recycling to have a higher median EV change
than lump-sum transfers when the carbon tax is $50/ton or more.

In addition, this analysis also finds that lump-sum transfers have the most dramatic welfare effects on indi-
viduals (in both the positive and negative direction), while corporate tax cuts have the most subdued welfare
effects. This suggests that if avoiding significant negative welfare effects for some individuals in the population is
an especially important concern, then corporate tax cut recycling might be an attractive option to consider11. This
analysis also found that using carbon tax revenue to cut income taxes or payroll taxes is worse than the other two
recycling methods with regard to every consequence evaluated, including welfare effects, distributional effects,
and the magnitude of welfare changes, even after adjusting for voter turnout. Additionally, this research found
that, at least in the $5-$60/ton range, the percentage of the population that benefits from a carbon tax gets smaller
as the carbon tax rate increases.

Various factors should be considered beyond what is included in this model. This modelling approach does
not allow for differential technological development toward cleaner forms of energy (except for the exogenously
imposed changes from 2013-2050), which leads to higher long-term emissions (and thus higher long-term prices
and more significant lump-sum transfers or tax cuts) than in a model that contains those dynamics. The assumed
transition to an entirely domestic oil trade in 2084 also leads to economic volatility around that date that might
not be particularly plausible. Additionally, the model assumes total certainty with regard to future climate policy

10Although there are also carbon taxes analyzed that led to both decreases in economic output and decreases in the household welfare
metrics mentioned, so this disparity is not present for all policies discussed in this paper.

11This also fits with the finding that corporate tax cut recycling leads to smaller output declines than the other revenue recycling policies.
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and assumes that climate change does not affect long-term economic welfare in any way, neither of which is
very realistic. Finally, this analysis is only useful in describing political feasibility to the extent that individuals’
total discounted present and future economic well-being is a proxy for their political behavior; other factors (the
political inclinations of elected officials, the salience of different revenue recycling methods, etc.) also shape how
voters will perceive different carbon taxation policies. With those caveats in mind, however, this analysis suggests
that lump sum transfers are an especially politically promising method for recycling the tax revenue generated by
a carbon tax, with some considerations that might also make corporate tax cut recycling an attractive option.
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A List of E3 Industries

Figure 12: List of E3 Industries and Output Shares

E3 Industry Share of 2013 Private Firm Output in Model (2013 Prices)
Oil Extraction 1.7%

Natural Gas Extraction 1.0%
Coal Mining 0.5%

Electric Transmission and Distribution 0.2%
Coal-Fired Electricity Generation 0.2%

Other Fossil Electricity Generation 0.7%
Non-Fossil Electricity Generation 1.5%

Natural Gas Distribution 0.3%
Petroleum Refining 0.3%

Pipeline Transportation 0.2%
Mining Support Activities 0.5%

Other Mining 0.3%
Farms, Forestry, Fishing 5.2%

Water Utilities 0.4%
Construction 0.4%

Wood Products 1.1%
Nonmetallic Mineral Products 1.3%

Primary Metals 5.3%
Fabricated Metal Products 2.3%

Machinery and Misc. Manufacturing 3.1%
Motor Vehicles 0.3%

Food and Beverage 0.9%
Textile, Apparel, Leather 2.8%

Paper and Printing 3.9%
Chemicals, Plastics, and Rubber 9.4%

Trade 0.6%
Air Transportation 0.4%

Railroad Transportation 0.2%
Water Transportation 1.1%
Truck Transportation 0.2%

Transit and Ground Passenger Transportation 0.2%
Other Transportation and Warehousing 1.1%

Communication and Information 4.5%
Services 38.1%

Real Estate and Owner-Occupied Housing 10.0%
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B Selected Expenditure-Based Full Box Plots

Figure 13: Equivalent Variation Box Plots For Selected Carbon Tax Rates (Expenditure-Based Percentiles)
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C Mean Equivalent Variation Percentage Change (Expenditure-Based Per-

centiles)

Figure 14: Mean Equivalent Valuation Percentage Change (Expenditure-Based Percentiles)
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D Income-Based Percentile Charts

Figure 15: Head Count Benefited (Income-Based Percentiles)

Figure 16: Turnout-Weighted Percentage Benefited (Income-Based Percentiles)
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Figure 17: Interquartile Range (Unweighted, Income-Based Percentiles)

Figure 18: Interquartile Range (Turnout-Weighted, Income-Based Percentiles)
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Figure 19: Equivalent Variation Box Plots For Selected Carbon Tax Rates (Income-Based Percentiles)

Figure 20: Mean Equivalent Valuation Percentage Change (Income-Based Percentiles)
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Figure 21: Equivalent Variation Changes By Income-Based Percentiles
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E Turnout-Weighted Support With Cutoffs Other Than Zero

Note that many values are at 100% and thus not visible in Figures 22, 23, and 24.

Figure 22: Turnout-Weighted Percentage of Households Above -1% EV Change (Expenditure-Based Percentiles)

Figure 23: Turnout-Weighted Percentage of Households Above -0.5% EV Change (Expenditure-Based Percentiles)
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Figure 24: Turnout-Weighted Percentage of Households Above -0.1% EV Change (Expenditure-Based Percentiles)

Figure 25: Turnout-Weighted Percentage of Households Above 0.1% EV Change (Expenditure-Based Percentiles)
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Figure 26: Turnout-Weighted Percentage of Households Above 0.5% EV Change (Expenditure-Based Percentiles)

Figure 27: Turnout-Weighted Percentage of Households Above 1% EV Change (Expenditure-Based Percentiles)
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F Equivalent Variation Charts for Other Carbon Tax Rates

Figure 28: Equivalent Variation Changes By Expenditure-Based Percentiles ($5/ton Price)

Figure 29: Equivalent Variation Changes By Expenditure-Based Percentiles ($60/ton Price)
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